
 

 STIFTELSEN BRÖDET        

  News letter to friends and supporters                                      Early spring 2018 
 

Dear Friends and Supporters, 
 
The SB Foundation was asked by our cooperation partner Hand to Hand/“Give a child a chance” if we wanted used hospital beds, 
mattresses, wheel chairs, walking chairs, elevated toilet seats and crutches, everything in good shape. In our turn we asked our 
partner Excelsior Foundation in Romania who conveyed contact with a hospital in Borsa. And finally we succeeded to get a transport 
shortly before Christmas to the cost of SEK 20 000. Here are some pictures of the hospital and the load. 

     
The hospital manager and the head of a department at the hospital write that these things are exactly what the hospital needs, and 
everything has now been distributed to different departments. They also write that the hospital is situated far from the capital 
Bucharest and has been forgotten by the Ministry of Health. In spite of the fact that a representative of the hospital several times 
went to Bucharest appealing for investments and equipment to the hospital, nothing has happened. In Borsa they would be grateful 
for a new transport from Sweden and would appreciate the cooperation with a similar rehabilitation hospital in Sweden in order to 
exchange experiences. 

                   
The needs are great, but every time a little improvement occurs you rejoice.  It means a lot. Once again we give our 
thanks to each and every one who has given and gives economic support to the projects of the SB Foundation. 
 

Best of greetings 

From the SB Foundation and all its board 

Lena, Roger, Arne, Bo, Elisabeth, Ivar 
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